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Assrn,{cr

The observation has frequently been recorded that certain twinning laws (such as

pericline) are more comrnonly encountered in basic rocks, while other laws are especially

characteristic of acid rocks. As a follow-up on this observation and in a search for the

causes that control twinning, a suite of thin sections taken from the bottom to the top

of a difierentiated sill was studied statistically to determine whether there are any varia-

tions in the nature of the twinning with change in composition of the rock. Over fourteen

hundred twins w-ere eramined They showed a statistical increase inthe number of twins

with increase in basicity, or anorthite content, of the sill. They indicated that there is no

change in, or control of, the type of twinning law with the composition of the rock as it

appears after crystallization. Another factor still unknown, and not composition must be

responsible for the variation in twinning in different types of rocks'

INrnotucrrolq

The determination of feldspar twinning laws, though regarded as an

interesting study, has not yielded results of a practical nature, and there-

fore has not received sumcient attention by the American petrograph-

ers.l The more common twinning laws are well known by name, but are

usually assumecl rather than determined. The raler laws are far too little

known even by name. We have virtually no understanding of the rela-

tionships between twinning and rock type. The underlying factors

which decide which twinning law shall prevail, are quite unknown'

Feldspar twinning, at present, is little more than a useful criterion for

the ready recognition of the mineral. It is incredible that a phenomenon

so common as feldspar twinning can be so devoid of significance'

On the tentative assumption that the twinning laws present in a

given rock might be a characteristic of that rock and serve as an ear-

mark for purposes of correlation, a study was made of the twinning of

r As early as 1876 Rath (36) described twins of the Manebach and pericline laws, and

his work was soon followed by similar descriptions by Mallard (26) in1876' Michel-L6vy

(31) in 1879, Glinka (16) in 1889, Viola (47) in 1900, and Melczar (30) in 1905' These

early determinations were made by measuring angles on the goniometer. ReaI advance in

the study came with Fedorov's invention of the universal stage method, described in

part of the complete study of structure containing feldspars.
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some of the granites of the Front Range.2 This yielded no definite re-
sults, possibly because the thin sections represented widely scattered
specimens from large areas. rt was decided in any case to attempt to
learn first something about the underlying reason for the occurrence of
one type of twin rather than another. A smaller formation was therefore
studied in greater detail-one showing a variable composition.

several petrographerss have noted an apparent connection between
the composition of a rock and the twins present. Albite and carlsbad
twinning, for example, though common in all plagioclase, predominate
overwhelmingly in rocks containing sodic feldspars. pericline twinning
is a common occurrence in rocks containing calcic ferdspars. The con-
clusion has been drawn that a composition of the crystallized rock in some
way is a factor at least, in deciding the twinning laws which may de-
velop. If this is true, then twinning is robbed of any apparently useful
meaning. If not true, then the underlving controlling factors invite in-
vestigation. The present study outlines the relationship between twin-
ning and composition as revealed in an occurrence which is berieved to
be favorable for the purpose.

A diabase sill outcropping in Concession 1, lot 12, Bridgland Town-
ship, District of Algoma, Ontario, was chosen for study. The sill shows
differentiation to a considerable degree, and therefore affords an oppor-
tunity to compare the feldspar twins present with more than one com-
positional rock type, under conditions such that the variable factors
within the range of rock types are at a minimum.

A detailed description of the sill and a chemical study of its differen-
tiates has already been published.a A fresh suite of specimens was col-
lected for this study, with the present purpose in mind. over the meas-
ured thickness of 1100 feet specimens were taken. Thin sections were
cut from these.

some pertinent details for this discussion may profitably be repeated

2 specimens were obtained through the courtesy of Margaret Fuller Boos, Bill. Geot.
Soc. Am., vol. 45, pp. 303-332, 1934.

_ 
3 Gysin (17) (18) (19), Coulson (5), and Lodochnikov (25), have attempted to cor-

relate twinning and composition. More frequently, however, accounts noting both phe-
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here. A slightly aschistic zone is present at the lower contact. A shear
zone crosses at approximately 262 feet above the base. The main body
of the sill is typically diabasic, medium grained, and has a poikilophitic
texture. A coarse pegmatite enters near the top of the sill, but was
avoided in sampling. Red feldspars become evident near the upper
portion, giving the rock a slightly pinkish hue. Pyroxenes are the domi-
nant ferromagnesian minerals, but are altered to amphibole in the shear
zone and the upper portion of the sill. Biotite and epidote tend to be con-
centrated in the upper phases, however veins of epidote are also present
in the aschistic zone. Quartz, with a vermicular texture, likewise is
found in the aschistic zone and not again until the upper portion is
reached where graphic texture is prominent. The feldspars throughout
the lower and main portion of the sill are generally free of alteration, and
many exhibit strain and zoning. Near the top and in the shear zone they
are extremely sericitized and chloritized. In the lower portion of the sill
there are more than twice as many feldspars as other mineral crystals,
while in the upper portion there are less than half as many feldspars.
In composition they range from bytownite (Anr5) to oligoclase (A"rr).

MBrnon ol Srupv

The feldspar twinning laws and compositions were determined in thin
sections with the aid of the universal stage. Most of the determinations
were done by Rittmann's Zone Methods (38) which is satisfactory in the
majority of cases. It fails when the composition is over 75 per cent An. It
fails also in making a reliable distinction between Manebach Ala A twins
and Manebach-akline twins. Likewise, in the acid feldspars of about 28
per cent An content there is difficulty in distinguishing between albite
and albite Ala twins, as has been pointed out by Manolescu (28).

When it was impossible to use Rittmann's method and also as a check
on that method, the procedure of Fedorov-Nikitino (11) was followed.
This involves more time but gives more accurate resultsl therefore,
several twins in each thin section were determined by this method in
order to check the results found by that of Rittmann. The only limita-
tion here is in the width of the twin lamellae, the very narrow ones being
impossible to orient if they disappear from view on inclination of the
inner stage. Since a considerable part of the work employed the Fedorov-

6 This is a method whereby the composition plane of a twinned feldspar is oriented
vertical and parallel to the N-S axis, and critical extinction angles are read from a known
recognizable direction in the composition plane.

6 This is the original method of Fedorov consisting of plotting critical optical data for
two or more lamellae on a stereographic projection. The relationship between lamellae
thus brought out discloses the twinning axis. The attitude of the twinning axis relative to
any crystallographic datum plane discloses the twinning law and composition.
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Nikitin method, the modified universal stage was used, which greatly
simplifies the procedure and lessens the time required for its manipu-
lation. lThe modified stage ofiers no advantages for Rittmann's
method.

Coulson (5) has demonstrated by means of projections on (010) that
there is a possibility of confusing albite Ala B twins of 33 per cent An
with Albite-Carlsbad twins of 0.5 per cent An; however, this l imitation
hardly enters into the present study.

By means of the above procedures an attempt was made to deter-
mine the twin laws of every twinned feldspar in each thin section, all

PRORORTION OF TI^'IN LAWS
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thin sections being approximately the same size. The results are given in
table2 and figure 1.

Having determined the twin laws, statistical methods were then used
in order to express the relationships in more exact terms than is other-
wise possible. These appear in tables 3 and 4, and figures 3 and 4.

The composition was determined on an average of ten of the twinned
feldspars studied in each thin section. Compositions were found by means
of extinction angles on Rittmann's figures, and were checked on the
twin-axis curves of Fedorov's projections. Manolescu (28) has shown
that the composition plane is apt to be made up of vicinal faces and
therefore does not afiord a reliable An content determination. For this
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reason the twin-axis curves of Fedorov's diagrams as corrected by

Nikit in's later data (13) (33) were used. Projections of [001] give sti l l

more accurate results but are not always available and are more diffi-

cult to use.
The composition selected as representative of the thin section was the

average of all found by the above two methods, a range of about 10 per

cent having been present in each slide.
A further check on composition was made by the totally different

Tsuboi (45) method. This involves chipping off a feldspar cleavage
flake, immersing it in a liquid of approximately the same index, and

finding the refractive index of the fast ray for this orientation.
The results from the above two methods are plotted on figure 2, to-

gether with a general average of the two groups of data.
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The following conclusions represent earlier attempts to find a reason

for specific twin occurrence: pericline twinning is most closely associated
with plutonic rocks (i8) (35), akline twinning is confined mainly to

efiusive rocks (18); albite twinning is predominant in albite, and Carls-
bad twinning in oligoclase feldspars (25). However, when the findings of

several writers are tabulated, as in table 1, showing the least and great-

est anorthite content at which a given twinning law is found, it wil l be
seen that each law is found throughout a fairly wide range, and not con-

fined to any given composition.
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The following discussion, though not solving the problem, does elimi-
nate from this occurrence certain factors which formerly were thought to
control twinning. Table 2 and figure 1 indicate that although each twin
Iaw varies in frequency from bottom to top of the sill, its average would
not digress markedly from a straight line. No twin is found in only one
section of the sill; the acidic upper portion contains about the same
types of twins as the more basic lower portion. An exception may be
noted in the last two sections which lack the more rare twin types, and
the latter of these two sections also is the only one containing Mane-

Tanlp 1

Twin Law

Carlsbad
Albite-Carlsbad
Albite
Ala
Pericline
Manebach AIa
Manebach-akline
Baveno
Albite AIa B

Upper and Lower
Limit An Content

0-73
0-73
0-7s
t-75

22-90
50-63
20-64
23-N
35-80

References: (46) (s0) (20) (23) (r7) (re) (s) (11)

bach-akline twinning. However, little weight can be given to these
exceptions because: alteration of the feldspars is so heavy in this portion
of the sill that the chance for error in orientation by any method is very
great; the total number of twins is not large; those which couldbe
oriented were so few in number that all classes could not be filled; and
there is difficulty in distinguishing between Manebach Ala A and Mane-
bach-akline by Rittmann's method, which had to be used here on ac-
count of the narrowness of the lamellae.

The common belief that certain twins occur more frequently in acid
rocks than in basic, and vice versa, is brought out by the works of Coul-
son (5), Gysin (17) (19), Phil l ips (35), and Lodochinkov (25). This dif-
ferentiated sill, having a slightly aschistic phase in the lowest portion
which verges into a normal diabase with a gradually more acidic upper
portion, gives a great enough range in composition to show if there is a
tendency for any twinning law to be specifically associated with a given
composition. Such a tendency is, however, not apparent from these
data. Any twin given in table 2 may be traced from bottom to top of
the sill even though there is varialion in frequency from section to sec-
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tion. (An exception is the Ala B and Manebach twins which occur so

rarely that no conclusion may be drawn.) The shear zone representsa

sudden, very acidic phase in the sill as is shown in figure 2. This zone

emphasizes that no types of twinning are to be more closely correlated

here with composition than other types.
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In order to secure sufficiently large numbers in each class, twins, from

adjacent specimens, of similar composition from different horizons were

grouped together, care being taken not to break up petrographic rela-

tionships. The 10-20 foot group-level was then correlated with each

succeeding group-level as shown in table 3. The coefficients of correlation
(r) between the lowest (10'-20') level and each of the other group-levels

are very high. This means that this level (10'-20') is very similar to each

other level. Because the coefficients of correlation are not directly com-

parable they are given in squared form in figure 3. These expressions,
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(r2), termed coefficients of determination, are proportional to each other
and therefore can be treated as percentages. In this analysis they are
used in a manner similar to that reported by DrydenT for heavy minerals;
that is, to measure the similarity of the proportions of different twinning
laws in the two group-levels correlated. By dividing the sill into these
groups representing various compositions, it is shown that the type of
twinning is much the same throughout the sill regardless of change in
composition.
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60'-210'
262',
420',-518',
546',-668',
702',-770'
810',-E67',
900'-970'
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341
287
112
6+
44

0 .953
.810
.970
.972
.852
.968
.850

? Dryden, L., A statistical method for the comparison of heavy minerals: Am. f our

Sci . ,  vol .  29,no.173,  p.  393,  1935.
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In order to study the variations of each twinning law more specifically,

correlations between the anorthite content and frequency of type of

twinning,s as well as the total number of twins, were calculated. The An

content and the total number of twins show a highly significant positive

correlation (table +). Toward the more basic wall of the sill, the relative

number of twinned feldspars increases. Therefore, it is important to

know whether the increase in total number is the result of a marked in-

crease in only one twinning law, or whether it is proportional for all laws.

If proportional, then no twinning Iaw shows a definite association with

a specific composition; if not proportional, then some twins must occur

relatively more often at a given composition. Each correlation for the

Terr,n 4. Connrr-errox BETwEEN Twrw Laws awn Awonrmrn CoxrBNr

Type of Twin
Number of

Twins

Correlation
Coefi. with
An Content

0 505
.472
.+93
. M l
.410

-r97
.157
.363
.099

Probability

= 0 . 0 1
=o.o2
= 0  0 1
= 0.04
+  0 .05
>0 .05
>0 .05
>0 .05
>0 .05

Coeff. of

Deter.

0 . 2 5 5
.223
.243
.194
. 1 6 3
.039
.025
.134
.009

All twins
Alb.-Carls.

Carlsbad
Albite
Man. Ala A

Albite Ala B

Baveno
Akline
Pericline
Manebach
AIa B
Man.-akline

1406
326
443
416
106
6 l
18
8

20
3
2
3

more common types-Carlsbad, albite, albite-Carlsbad, and Manebach

Ala A-is significant and of about the same order as the correlation

between An content and total number of twins (taUte +). This means

that each type of twin increases with increasing An content and to about

the same extent. fn other words, the increase of each is proportional to

the increase of the total number of twins. The rarer twins, on the other

hand, show an insignificant correlation, and would probably occur more

than 5 per cent of the time by chance. This may be due to the few num-

bers in these classes, or to the fact that these twins are scattered at ran-

dom with relation to the An content and therefore at random through-

out the silt. The coemcients of determination are shown graphically in

figure 4.
8 Manebach, Ala B, and Manebach-akline twins were not included because they were

present in such small numbers.
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The cause of twinning in feldspars is generally conceded to be dif-
ferential stress (44) applied to the crystal at any time but usually in
igneous rocks at or near the time of crystallization. some metamorphic
rocks show feldspar twinning which appears to be a modification of
original twinning. Further work on metamorphic suites suitable for this
purpose should yield interesting results. Mutual interference of growing
crystals is probably a most common cause of the stresses required. It
appears to be true, however, that although differential stress is the cause
of twinning, there are other factors which are extremely important in
deciding what twins shall respond to the stresses present. This other con-
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trol is the object of our present interest. It has been attributed to com-
position of the rock in some unknown way as indicated above. The
facts brought out in this study militate against this view unless by com-
position is meant the composition of the magma rather than the rock
as we know it.

It is hoped by a process of further elimination to learn more about the
nature of these controllingfactors. There is need for further confirmatory
information of the type presented here. Needed, also, is more information
on the nature of the difierences in twins between igneous and meta-
morphic rocks. And it is especially desirable to learn the extent to which
twinning may -vary from point to point in one rock body.
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Parenthetically attention may be called to two interesting sidelights

encountered during the present study. The first is brought out in figure

2 which shows the apparent discreponcy in measurements of composi-

tion by Fedorov's and Tsuboi's methods. Mention has been made that

an apparent range of 10 per cent in composition is evident from Fedorov's

method. So persistent is information of this sort that it seems necessary

to assume either that contiguous feldspars vary in composition or opti-

cal methods have limitations which are not generally admitted.

Tesr,E 5. CoupenrsoN ol Twms rN Drxnurmo exo Urovxelcrno Rocr

Micro-
cline

26
37 .68

44
56.41

70

10
t4.49 0 .  1 4

t

5 . 1 3

l 1

Albite
AIa B

4
5.80

1
t . 2 8

5

4.38

0
0.00

J

Total

69(T,)

78(rt

Albite Carl. Alb.-Car

(Fri) No.
Dyn.7o

(Fzi) No.
Und.yn. /s

Total No.
(ri)

x1lTi(FrixTl
-FriXTz)'z:14515 267 l33l 6627
>'"1/Ti(Fzi X Tr- Fli X Tr)' : 52802
X' : >f l/Ti(Fri X Tr - Fli X Tr)' : 52802 / 5382 : 9 . 8L
therefore P+ 0. l0

11810 t8252

* Formula derived from Fisher's work. Fisher, R. A., statistical Methods for Research
Workers. 3d Edition. Oliver and Boyd., H'inburgh and London. Pp 75-98' 1930'

The second sidelight developed from a brief study made on slides

which were generously loaned by Professor E. Blackwelder. One slide

represents granite which was dynamited in the Yosemite Tunnel, the

other, undisturbed granite "from a small quarry in the same formation

as that pierced by the Yosemite Tunnel and less than half a mile due

north from it. I think very little blasting has been done in the quarry as

the rock is well jointed."s It was thought that a comparison of these

rocks would reveal any possible influence on twinning which such pres-

sures as dynamiting could produce. A statistical study of the twins

showed (table 5) that the proportions of the difierent twins did not difier

significantly in the two slides. The efiect on twinning is, therefore, not

measurable though the rock itself was badly shattered. (The distance be-

tween the two specimens is considerable, but satisfactory for negative

results.)
e Quotation from letter.

t9
27.54

20
25.64

39
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The writer is greatly indebted to Professor R. C. Emmons who sug-
gested this study and under whose direction the work was done.

Suuuenv

The intensive study of feldspar twinning by earlier workers has re-
vealed much about the nature of twinning and its occurrence, but has
led to virtually no understanding of the ultimate factors which decide
which twinning law shall develop. Nor has any practical use been made
of this twinning.

A few authors have suggested that certain twinning laws may be re-
stricted to a specific anorthite content of feldspar. Several have called
attention to the common differences in frequency of twin-law occur-
rence in granites and gabbros.

It has been tentatively believed by many that the composition of the
feldspar or of the rock, was a controlling factor in deciding which twin-
law should occur.

The present study shows that'in a diferentiated sill ranging in Jeld.-
spar composition from An75-An32 the relaLioe frequency of occurrence of one
twinning law with respect to another is essentially constant. This does not
hold for the rarely occurring laws. So few of these were found, however,
that the lack of agreement for the rare laws is only a tentative conclusion
and applies only to this study.

The apparent difference in twinning in granite and gabbro remains
unexplained. Further studies will be directed toward its solution.
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